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REAL SPRINGER FIBERS AND ODD ARC ALGEBRAS

JENS NIKLAS EBERHARDT, GRÉGOIRE NAISSE, AND ARIK WILBERT

Abstract. We give a topological description of the two-row Springer fiber over the real
numbers. We show its cohomology ring coincides with the oddification of the cohomol-
ogy ring of the complex Springer fiber introduced by Lauda–Russell. We also realize
Ozsváth–Rasmussen–Szabó’s odd TQFT from pullbacks and exceptional pushforwards
along inclusion and projection maps between hypertori. Using these results, we construct
the odd arc algebra as a convolution algebra over components of the real Springer fiber,
giving an odd analog of a construction of Stroppel–Webster.

1. Introduction

Arc algebras, denoted Hn
n , were introduced by Khovanov [16] to extend his sl2-link ho-

mology theory [15] to tangles. His invariant associates to a tangle with 2n bottom and 2m
top points an object in the homotopy category of Hm

m -Hn
n -bimodules. Stroppel [30] and

independently Chen–Khovanov [8] later defined generalized arc algebras Hn´k
k , and their

quasi-hereditary covers Kn´k
k , which allow to extend the invariant to all tangles. These

algebras are studied in depth by Brundan–Stroppel in the series of papers [4, 3, 5, 6]. They
can also be generalized further to sln-type [20, 19, 33, 32], and to other types [10, 11].

Arc algebras are closely related to two-row Springer fibers, that is, varieties of flags of
vector spaces fixed by a nilpotent operator with two Jordan blocks. In fact, Khovanov [17]
showed that the center of Hn

n is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of the complex pn, nq-
Springer fiber Bn

npCq, and Stroppel–Webster [31] gave a geometric construction of Hn´k
k

and Kn´k
k as convolution algebras built from the cohomology of the irreducible components

of Bn´k
k pCq.

Khovanov homology is originally constructed using the 2d-TQFT associated to the
Frobenius algebra ZrXs{pX2q, which coincides with the cohomology ring H˚pS2q of the
2-sphere S2. As conjectured by Khovanov [17] and proved by Wehrli [35], and indepen-
dently by Russell–Tymoczko [28] and Russell [27], the complex two-row Springer fiber
Bn´k
k pCq is homeomorphic to the topological complex Springer fiber, a union of certain

‘diagonals’ in pS2qˆ2n. This prompted a geometric construction of Khovanov homology by
the third author [36] using a setup of pullbacks and (exceptional) pushforwards along maps
between irreducible components of Bn´k

k pCq.
In another direction, Ozsváth–Rasmussen–Szabó [23] introduced odd Khovanov homology

for links, an invariant distinct from the classical ‘even’ Khovanov homology. It arises
from a chronological TQFT OF : ChCob Ñ Z -gmod, where ChCob is the category of
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chronological cobordisms as developed by Putyra [25], and Z -gmod is category of graded
abelian groups. This chronological TQFT was used by Vaz and the second author [22] in
their construction of an odd arc algebra OHn

n , and by Putyra and the second author in [21]
in their extension of odd Khovanov homology from links to tangles.

This raises the question whether the above connections between arc algebras and Springer
fibers can be transferred from the even to the odd world.

As a first step in this direction, [22] introduced a topological space T nn similar to the
topological complex Springer fiber, but with 2-spheres S2 replaced with 1-spheres S1. The
authors of [22] also constructed isomorphisms between the graded center of OHn

n , the
cohomology ring H˚pT nn q and OH˚pBn

npCqq, where OH˚pBn
npCqq is the ‘oddification’ of

H˚pBn
npCqq defined by Lauda–Russell [18].

The goal of this paper is to further the analogies between the even and odd worlds by
providing geometric constructions of the chronological TQFT OF and of the odd arc alge-
bras, similar to the even case described above. The starting point is the simple observation
that there are homeomorphisms P1pCq – S2 and P1pRq – S1. This suggests the following
idea, which we explore here: the real Springer fibers Bn´k

n pRq should play the same role
in the odd world as the complex Springer fibers Bn´k

n pCq do in the even world. We show
that this is indeed the case.

It would be interesting to investigate whether real Springer fibers for nilpotent elements
with more than two Jordan blocks can be used to construct odd versions of sln-link ho-
mology theories. However, this seems to be non-trivial. For example, the cohomology ring
of PnpRq has torsion for n ą 1, and a different rank than the one for PnpCq (meaning that
it would probably not give a categorification of the sln-Reshetikhin–Turaev invariant). In
particular, we expect a geometric construction of an ‘odd version of sln-link homology’ to
reveal new geometric phenomena which are quite different from the sl2 case. Furthermore,
our geometric story diverges from Lauda–Russell oddification of the cohomology of the
Springer fiber outside of the two-row case, as in general their construction does not deliver
a ring structure, while taking the cohomology of a real Springer fiber always gives a ring.

Main results. After extending T nn to the pn´ k, kq-case, we show our first main result:

Theorem 2.4. There is a homeomorphism

Bn´k
k pRq

»
ÝÑ T n´k

k .

This leads us directly to our next main result:

Theorem 3.6. There is an explicit isomorphism of rings

h : OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq

»
ÝÑ H˚pT n´k

k q.

This isomorphism together with Theorem 2.4 actually gives an explicit combinatorial
description of H˚pBn´k

k pRqq, since OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq is defined as a certain quotient of a

(odd) polynomial ring.

We then explain in Section 4 how the chronological TQFT OF : ChCob Ñ Z -gmod
from [23] can be obtained from pullbacks and (exceptional) pushfowards along certain
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inclusion and projection maps between real hypertori. We formalize this by introducing

the category Man
Ñ
Ð
co of closed oriented manifolds and zigzags of continuous maps between

them (see Definition 4.9). Denote by H˚ : Man
Ñ
Ð
co Ñ Z -gmod the cohomology functor,

sending covariant maps to pushforwards and contravariant maps to pullbacks. We show

that there exists a functor Top : ChCob Ñ Man
Ñ
Ð
co , such that we have the following:

Corollary 4.21. The diagram of functors

ChCob Z -gmod

Man
Ñ
Ð
co

OF

Top H˚

is commutative.

The proof of Corollary 4.21 uses the following theorem for Z-linear versions Z-ChCob

and Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co of ChCob and Man

Ñ
Ð
co respectively, which are Z-graded symmetric monoidal

categories (similar to monoidal supercategories considered in [2], but with a full Z-grading
instead of a Z{2Z one, as in [21, §4], see Section 4.1.2 below).

Theorem 4.20. The diagram of Z-graded symmetric monoidal functors

Z-ChCob Z -gmod

Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co

Z-OF

Z-Top H˚

is commutative.

Using this result, we mimic in Section 5 the construction from [31] in order to present
the (generalized) odd arc algebra OHn´k

k as a convolution algebra with product ‹f over
the cohomology of the components tTa|a P Bn´k

k u of the real pn´ k, kq-Springer fiber. We
also obtain an odd version OKn´k

k of the quasi-hereditary cover Kn´k
k of the arc algebra.

Lemma 5.2, Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.12. The composition law ‹f gives OHn´k
k

the structure of a graded non-associative algebra, which is isomorphic to the the odd arc
algebra from [22] in the case OHn

n . Moreover, in general OHn´k
k agrees modulo 2 with

the usual generalized arc algebra Hn´k
k from [30, 8]. Similarly, OKn´k

k is a graded non-
associative algebra, which is isomorphic modulo 2 with the quasi-hereditary cover Kn´k

k .

Furthermore, by the same arguments, we also obtain that the complexes of bimodules
used to define odd Khovanov homology for tangles in [21] arise from similar geometric
constructions with convolution products.

Finally, we show that the ‘odd’ center OZpOHn´k
k q of the odd arc algebra coincides with

the cohomology of the real pn ´ k, kq-Springer fiber, using the same arguments as in the
pn, nq-case considered in [22].
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Theorem 5.6. There is an isomorphism of rings

H˚pBn´k
k pRqq

»
ÝÑ OZpOHn´k

k q

induced by the inclusions Ta ãÑ Bn´k
k pRq.

Acknowledgments. We thank Matthew B. Young for helpful conversations and providing
numerous comments on a first version of the paper. We also warmly thank the referee for
his/her awesome, detailed report. We also thank the Newton Institute in Cambridge and
the Hausdorff Research Institute for Mathematics in Bonn for their hospitality. The first
two authors are grateful to the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in Bonn for its
hospitality and financial support.

2. A topological description of real two-row Springer fibers

We give an explicit topological description of the real two-row Springer fiber in terms of
a space we call the topological real Springer fiber. This space is constructed as the union
of certain diagonals inside a hypertorus.

This section deals with real and complex varieties. We use [24, Section 2] as a standard
reference for varieties over fields that are not necessarily algebraically closed. Further, for
a variety X over some subfield F Ă R we will implicitly equip the sets of real and complex
points XpRq and XpCq with their analytic topology, that is, the topology inherited from
the Euclidian topology on R and C. If furthermore X is smooth, we consider the topological
spaces XpRq and XpCq with their natural structure of differentiable manifolds.

2.1. Springer fibers. Let F be a field. For a partition λ “ pλ1, . . . , λlq of n P N, denote
by zλ : F n Ñ F n the nilpotent linear operator with l Jordan blocks of size λ1, . . . , λl. The
Springer fiber associated to λ is the set

BλpF q :“ tV‚ “ pV1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Vn “ F nq | dimk Vi “ i and zλVi Ă Vi´1u ,

of all full flags of subspaces of F n preserved by zλ. In fact, BλpF q is more than just a
plain set. It is the set of F -points of a projective algebraic variety Bλ. Moreover, BλpRq
and BλpCq, the real and complex Springer fibers, become compact Hausdorff spaces when
equipped with their analytic topology.

We are concerned with the two-row case λ “ pn´k, kq, where we assume w.l.o.g. k ď n{2,
and abbreviate

Bn´k
k :“ Bλ.

2.2. Topological real Springer fiber. Denote by S1 :“ tpx, yq P R2 | x2 ` y2 “ 1u the
1-sphere and by p :“ p0, 1q its north pole. Let T n :“ pS1qˆn be the n-dimensional torus
with its usual topology. The topological real Springer fiber is the union of certain diagonal
subsets in T n labeled by crossingless matchings. It is an extension of the construction of
the pn, nq topological real Springer fiber from [22], and follows the topological description
of the complex two-row Springer fiber but replacing 2-spheres by 1-spheres.

In the following definition we count points from left to right:
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Definition 2.1. A (generalized) crossingless matching of type pn´k, kq is a combinatorial
datum represented by a way of connecting n points on a horizontal line by placing k arcs
below and n´2k semi-infinite vertical rays, without having them crossing each other. Each
endpoint of an arc/ray is connected to a single point and we cannot have two arcs/rays
connected to the same point.

We write Bn´k
k for the set of crossingless matchings of type pn´ k, kq. For a P Bn´k

k we
write pi, jq P a for i ă j if there is an arc in a connecting the ith point to the jth one.
Similarly, we write piq P a if there is a ray connected to the ith dot.

Example 2.2. Here is an example of a p8 ´ 3, 3q crossingless matching:

a “

where p5q P a and p8q P a, and p1, 4q P a, p2, 3q P a and p6, 7q P a.

Definition 2.3. For a P Bn´k
k we define the subspace

Ta;n´k,k :“

"

px1, . . . , xnq P T n
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

xi “ xj , if pi, jq P a,

xi “ p´1qip, if piq P a,

*

Ă T n.

Then, we write

T n´k
k :“

ď

aPBn´k
k

Ta;n´k,k Ă T n.

We refer to T n´k
k as the topological real Springer fiber.

If no confusion can arise we will write Ta instead of Ta;n´k,k.

In the remainder of this section will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. There is a homeomorphism

Bn´k
k pRq

»
ÝÑ T n´k

k ,

such that real points of the irreducible components of Bn´k
k are mapped to the subsets

Ta Ă T n´k
k .

2.3. The complex Springer fiber. We first recall how the topological description of the
complex two-row Springer fiber Bn´k

k pCq works.
The main idea is to embed Bn´k

k pCq into an ambient space YnpCq, which was introduced
and shown to be diffeomorphic to P1pCqn by Cautis and Kamnitzer [7]. The irreducible
components of Bn´k

k pCq, which have been described in the work of Spaltenstein [29], Var-
gas [34] and Fung [13], then admit an explicit description as certain ‘antidiagonal’ subsets
of P1pCqn labeled by crossingless matchings.

Fix some integer N ě n. Denote the standard basis of F 2N by e1, . . . , eN , f1, . . . , fN and
the nilpotent linear operator with Jordan blocks pN,Nq by z. Hence

zpeiq “ ei´1 and zpfiq “ fi´1,

where e0 “ f0 “ 0.
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Let YnpF q be the following set of partial flags of subspaces of F 2N preserved by z,

YnpF q :“
 

V‚ “ pV1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Vn Ă F 2N q | dimF Vi “ i and zVi Ă Vi´1

(

.

In fact, YnpF q is the set of F -points of a smooth projective variety Yn. We will identify
Bn´k
k with a closed subvariety in Yn, such that

Bn´k
k pF q “ tV‚ P YnpF q |Vn “ xe1, . . . en´k, f1, . . . , fkyF u Ă YnpF q,

where xe1, . . . en´k, f1, . . . , fkyF is the F -span of e1, . . . en´k, f1, . . . , fk.
In general, Yn is a tower of algebraically non-trivial projective bundles. The complex

points YnpCq, interpreted as a smooth manifold, split diffeomorphically into a product
YnpCq – P1pCqn.

To see this, denote the standard basis of C2 by e, f and define a linear map

(1) C : C2N Ñ C
2, Cpeiq “ e and Cpfiq “ f.

Equip C2N and C2 with the standard Hermitian inner product, and denote P1pCq “ PpC2q.
Consider the map

ℓC : YnpCq Ñ P
1pCqn, pV‚q ÞÑ pCpVi X V K

i´1qqi“1,...,n.

Proposition 2.5. (Cautis–Kamnitzer [7, Theorem 2.1].) The map ℓC is a well-defined
diffeomorphism.

For a crossingless matching a P Bn´k
k , define

PapCq :“
 

pLiqi“1,...,n |Li “ LK
j if pi, jq P a and Li “ xeyC if piq P a

(

Ă P
1pCqn,

and let
P
n´k
n pCq :“

ď

aPBn´k
k

PapCq Ă P
1pCqn.

Theorem 2.6. The map ℓC identifies Bn´k
k pCq with P

n´k
n pCq. Under ℓC the complex points

of the irreducible components of Bn´k
k pCq correspond to the PapCq for a P Bn´k

k .

Proof. For k “ n{2, see [28, Theorem 5.5] and [35, Theorem 1.2]. For general k, see [27,
Theorem 2.7] and [36, Theorem 1.15]. �

2.4. From Complex to Real. The topological description of the complex Springer fiber
Bn´k
k pCq descends to a topological description of the real Springer fiber Bn´k

k pRq. To see
this, we first recall some standard facts about descent for the Galois extension C{R.

Denote by Γ “ xσy “ GalpC{Rq the Galois group of C over R, where σ denotes complex
conjugation. Let m P N be some integer. Then, Γ acts coordinatewise on Cm. This action
is antilinear and we identify the fixed point set pCmqΓ with Rm. We equip Rm and Cm

with their standard (Hermitian) inner products. For any subspace V of the complex vector
space Cm the set of fixed points V Γ Ă Rm is naturally a subspace of the real vector space
Rm.

We will need the following standard facts.

Proposition 2.7.
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(1) There is a bijection between Γ-stable subspaces of the complex vector space Cm and
subspaces of the real vector space Rm given by

tV Ă C
m | σpV q “ V u

»
ÝÑ tV Ă R

mu, V ÞÑ V Γ.

The bijection is inclusion and intersection preserving, and dimCpV q “ dimRpV Γq.
(2) Let V Ă Cm be a subspace. Then

σpV qK “ σpV Kq Ă C
m.

(3) Let V Ă Cm be a Γ-stable subspace. Then, V K Ă Cm is also Γ-stable and

pV KqΓ “ pV ΓqK Ă R
m.

Let X be an algebraic variety defined over a subring of R. Then, Γ acts on the set of
complex points XpCq of X by complex conjugation, and one can identify the set of real
points XpRq of X as Γ-fixed points in XpCq

XpRq – XpCqΓ.

Example 2.8.

(1) Denote the set of flags in Fm by

XpF q :“ tV‚ “ pV1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Vm “ Fmq | dimF Vi “ iu .

Then, XpF q is the set of F -points of the flag variety X , which is defined over Z.

The group Γ acts on V‚ P XpCq via Vi ÞÑ σpViq. Hence, the fixed points XpCqΓ are
Γ-stable flags in Cm, which are naturally identified with flags in Rm via

XpCqΓ
»
ÝÑ XpRq, pV1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Vm “ C

mq ÞÑ pV Γ
1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V Γ

m “ R
mq,

using Proposition 2.7(1).
(2) In the same way, the spaces Yn, Bn´k

k and pP1qn are algebraic varieties defined over
Z, and we can identify

YnpCqΓ
»
ÝÑ YnpRq,

Bn´k
k pCqΓ

»
ÝÑ Bn´k

k pRq,

pP1pCqnqΓ
»
ÝÑ P

1pRqn.

(3) The set Pn´k
n pCq Ă P1pCqn is not a subvariety since its definition involves complex

conjugation. Still, the action of Γ on P1pCqn restricts to an action on Pn´k
n pCq using

Proposition 2.7(2). The set of Γ-fixed points can then be identified with Pn´k
n pRq

which is defined as follows. For a crossingless matching a P Bn´k
k , define

PapRq :“
 

pLiqi“1,...,n |Li “ LK
j if pi, jq P a and Li “ xeyR if piq P a

(

Ă P
1pRqn,

and let
P
n´k
n pRq :“

ď

aPBn´k
k

PapRq Ă P
1pRqn.

It is clear that the natural identification pP1pCqnqΓ – P1pRqn descends to Pn´k
n pCqΓ –

Pn´k
n pRq.
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Putting everything together we can now prove Theorem 2.4.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. First, Theorem 2.6 provides us with the commutative diagram

Bn´k
k pCq Pn´k

n pCq

YnpCq P1pCqn

»

ℓC

»

where the vertical arrows are closed embeddings and the horizontal arrows are homeomor-
phisms.

As described in Example 2.8, there is an action of the Galois group Γ on the spaces in
the diagram. The action clearly commutes with the vertical arrows which are inclusions.
To see that ℓC commutes with the action of Γ we use Proposition 2.7 and that the linear
map C defined in (1) is compatible with complex conjugation.

By passing to Γ-fixed points and using the identifications from Example 2.8, we obtain
the diagram

Bn´k
k pRq Pn´k

n pRq

YnpRq P
1pRqn

»

ℓR

»

Recall that S1 :“ tpx, yq P R2|x2 ` y2 “ 1u denotes the 1-sphere with northpole p :“
p0, 1q and that the odd topological Springer fiber T n´k

k is defined as a certain subspace of
T n :“ pS1qn.

Choose a diffeomorphism Ψ : P1pRq
»
ÝÑ S1 which maps xeyR to p and xfyR to ´p.

Consider the diffeomorphism

Φ : P1pRqn Ñ T n, pL1, L2, L3, L4 . . . q ÞÑ pΨpL1q,ΨpLK
2 q,ΨpL3q,ΨpLK

4 q, . . . q,

sending the ith line Li to ΨpLiq if i is odd, and to ΨpLK
i q if i is even. It is clear by

the definitions that Φ identifies the subspaces Pn´k
n pRq and T n´k

k , and the statement is
proven. �

Remark 2.9.

(1) The proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that YnpRq is diffeomorphic to the direct product
P
1pRqn. We want to remark that this is not immediately implied by the fact that
YnpCq and P1pCqn are diffeomorphic. For example, let Fn “ PpO ‘ Opnqq be the
Hirzebruch surface of degree n P Z, that is, the projectivization of the vector bundle
O‘ Opnq on P1. Then, FnpCq is diffeomorphic to the product P1pCq2. But the real
points FnpRq are diffeormorphic to the product P1pRq2 if and only if n is even. If n
is odd, FnpRq is diffeomorphic to a Klein bottle. The proof shows that “there are
no Klein bottles” in YnpRq, or in the real Springer fiber Bn´k

k pRq.
(2) In [36], the third author extends the topological description of complex two-row

Springer fibers to complex two-row Spaltenstein varieties, which are a partial flag
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generalization of Springer fibers. It is easy to check that the descent arguments
from above also work in this case and hence yields a topological description of real
two-row Spaltenstein varieties.

(3) One of the original motivations of Cautis–Kamnitzer to consider YnpCq comes from
the geometric Satake equivalence which links the representation theory of SL2pCq
with the geometry of the affine Grassmannian GrpCq of PGL2pCq. Under this equiv-
alence the n-fold tensor product V bn of the fundamental representation V of SL2pCq
corresponds to a certain n-fold convolution product Grω ˜̂ . . . ˜̂ GrωpCq of a Schu-
bert variety GrωpCq Ă GrpCq corresponding to the highest weight ω of V. They
prove that the varieties Grω ˜̂ . . . ˜̂ Grω and Yn are isomorphic. Hence, the convo-
lution product Grω ˜̂ . . . ˜̂ GrωpRq in the real affine Grassmannian is isomorphic to
YnpRq.

3. Cohomology of real two-row Springer fibers

In [18], Lauda and Russel define the odd cohomology of the complex Springer fiber
OH˚pBn´k

k pCqq ad hoc, namely by using generators and relations: they slightly modify a
description of the cohomology ring of the complex Springer fiber H˚pBn´k

k pCqq by letting
the generators anticommute instead of commute, and modifying the relations accordingly.
The goal of this section is to show that OH˚pBn´k

k pCqq is isomorphic to the cohomology of
the real Springer fiber H˚pBn´k

k pRqq. We thereby obtain an explicit algebraic description
of H˚pBn´k

k pRqq.

In order to do this, we will make use of the homeomorphism T n´k
k – Bn´k

k pRq of The-
orem 2.4, and work with the space T n´k

k . Because of this homeomorphism, we will call
components of T n´k

k the subsets Ta, as they agree with the irreducible components of
Bn´k
k pRq under the above-mentioned homeomorphism. From now on, we will always write

H˚pMq “ H˚pM,Zq for the integral singular cohomology ring of a topological space M .
Similarly H˚pMq denotes the homology over Z.

3.1. Odd cohomology of complex Springer fibers. We recall Lauda–Russel’s defini-
tion of OH˚pBn´k

k pCqq from [18]. Define the ring of odd polynomials as

OPoln :“
Zxx1, . . . , xny

pxixj ` xjxi “ 0, for all i ‰ jq
.

Remark 3.1. While one could be tempted to call OPoln the ‘ring of supercommutative
polynomials’ this would suggest that the relation x2i “ 0 holds in OPoln which is not the
case. Hence the name ‘odd’.

Let S be an ordered subset of tx1, . . . , xnu, and write

xSi :“

#

p´1qSpiq´1xi, if xi P S,

0, otherwise,
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where Spiq is the position of xi in S. Then, define the odd partially symmetric functions

εSr :“
ÿ

1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn

xSi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xSir .

The odd Tanisaki ideal OIn´k
k is the left ideal of OPoln generated by the elements

OCn´k
k :“

"

εSr

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ℓ P t1, . . . , n´ ku, r P t1 ` δℓ, . . . , k ` ℓu,
S Ă tx1, . . . , xnu, |S| “ k ` ℓ

*

,

where

δℓ :“

#

k, if ℓ ď n ´ 2k,

n ´ k ´ ℓ, otherwise.

Definition 3.2 ([18]). The odd cohomology of the complex pn ´ k, kq-Springer fiber is
defined as the OPoln-module

OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq :“ OPoln {OIn´k

k .

In general, the odd cohomology of a complex Springer fiber does not possess a ring
structure (at least not induced by the odd polynomial ring structure). However, in the
two-row case, it does. This is because x2i P OIn´k

k for all i, and therefore OIn´k
k is a

two-sided ideal.

3.2. Cohomology of the components of T n´k
k . As in [17, 4] we describe the components

of T n´k
k using arc and circle diagrams. For a P Bn´k

k , we write a for the horizontal mirror

image of the crossingless matching. For b P Bn´k
k , we denote by ba the circle diagram

given by gluing b on top of a. Note that we can view ba as consisting of rays (connecting
bottom-top), turnbacks (connecting bottom-bottom or top-top) and circles, and we denote
the number of the latter by |ba|.

Example 3.3. In B7´3
3 , we can have for example:

a “ b “

b “ ba “

and thus |ba| “ 1.

Let T 0 :“ t‹u be a point manifold. Since a crossingless matching a P Bn´k
k contains k

arcs and n ´ 2k rays, each component Ta;n´k,k is homeomorphic to T k ˆ t‹uˆpn´2kq – T k,
and thus

H˚pTaq –
ľ‚

xX1, . . . , Xky.

If there is a turnback in ba, then Tb has one of its coordinate fixed to ˘p and Ta has the
same coordinate fixed to ¯p (by parity reasons), and thus TbXTa “ H. Otherwise, TbXTa
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is homeomorphic to T |ba|. Indeed, arcs in a and in b equates coordinates in Tb X Ta, so
that each circle component in ba gives a set of equated coordinates in Tb X Ta. The rays
fix the other coordinates to the same ˘p (again by parity reasons), see Example 3.4 below.

Example 3.4. Consider n “ 4, k “ 1. We have B4´1
1 “ ta,b, cu where

a “ b “ c “

and for example we obtain

ba “ ca “ aa “

Thus, we have

Ta X Tb “ tpx, x,´p, pq|x P S1u X tp´p, x, x, pq|x P S1u “ t´p,´p,´p, pu,

Ta X Tc “ tpx, x,´p, pq|x P S1u X tp´p, p, x, xq|x P S1u “ H and

Ta X Ta “ tpx, x,´p, pq|x P S1u – S1.

3.2.1. Diagrammatic description. As in [27] (replacing homology with cohomology), one
can describe H˚pTaq diagrammatically using Z-linear combinations of dotted crossingless
matchings of shape a. These are crossingless matchings which can carry extra decorations
on their arcs, which we draw as a dots. For example we can have:

(2)

We also require that there can be no two dots at the same height, and a dot on a ray, or
two dots on the same arc is zero:

:“ 0, :“ 0,

Furthermore, we consider these diagrams up to sliding of dots on the arcs, with the rule
that there can be no two dots at the same height, and exchanging two distant dots permutes
the sign:

“ ´

To translate from diagrams to elements of H˚pTaq, we first associate bijectively to each arc
in a a copy of T 1 in Ta – T 1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T 1. Then, we read a diagram from bottom to top,
and whenever we encounter a dot we cup on the left with the corresponding generating
cohomology element of H˚pTaq. For example, if a is the same as in the example above, we
have H˚pTaq –

Ź‚xX1, X2, X3y, with the Xi’s associated to the arcs as follow:

X1

X2 X3
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and then Eq. (2) gives X3 ^X1. One could extend the definition to handle multiplication
from H˚pTaq, but the signs make the definition cumbersome. Since we will not use it, we
leave the details to the reader.

Similarly, we describe the cohomology H˚pTb X Taq by dotted circle diagrams of shape
ba. For example, we can have the following:

Then, the morphism H˚pTaq Ñ H˚pTb X Taq induced by the inclusion Tb X Ta ãÑ Ta is
given by gluing a dotted crossingless matching of shape a below the crossingless matching
b. Similarly, H˚pTbq Ñ H˚pTb X Taq is given by gluing on top. We still have the rule that
a dot on a ray is zero, and two dots on the same component is zero.

Remark 3.5. The dotted diagram we use here are distinct from the dotted diagrams used
to construct type D arc algebras from [10].

3.3. Geometric realization of OH˚pBn´k,kq. Our goal now will be to show the following
theorem, which is a generalization to the pn´ k, kq-case of one of the main results in [22]:

Theorem 3.6. There is an isomorphism of rings

h : OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq

»
ÝÑ H˚pT n´k

k q.

We first show the existence of a ring morphism h : OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq Ñ H˚pT n´k

k q by
constructing a morphism h0 : OPoln Ñ H˚pT n´k

k q and proving OCn´k
k Ă ker h0. Then, we

show that h is both injective and surjective.

3.3.1. Cell decomposition. Similarly as in [17, Lemma 4] and in [27, §3.2], we construct a
cell decomposition of T n´k

k . The main difference is that in our case the cells can also be of
odd dimension, since we work with copies of S1 and not S2.

Definition 3.7. We say that there is an arrow a Ñ b, for a,b P Bn´k
k if either there is a

quadruple 1 ď i ă j ă r ă s ď n such that

‚ a and b are the same everywhere except on i, j, r, s,
‚ pi, jq, pr, sq P a,
‚ pi, sq, pj, rq P b,

or if there is a triple 1 ď i ă j ă ℓ ď n such that

‚ a and b are the same everywhere except on i, j, ℓ,
‚ piq, pj, ℓq P a,
‚ pi, jq, pℓq P b.

Visually, we can draw this as

i j r s
Ñ

i sj r
or

i j ℓ
Ñ

i j ℓ
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Then, we define a partial order on Bn´k
k by saying a ă b if there exists a chain of arrows

a Ñ a1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ am Ñ b. We extend this order arbitrarily to a total order ă on Bn´k
k .

For a P Bn´k
k , let Γ be the graph with vertices given by arcs of a (hence Γ has k vertices),

and there is an edge between v and w in Γ whenever there exists b P Bn´k
k such that b Ñ a

and b is obtained from a by only reconnecting the endpoints of v and w. In other words,
there is an arc between v and w if one is contained in the other, without any other arc
in-between. Let M be the set of roots of Γ (i.e. outermost arcs of a) and E be the set of
edges. For an arc v “ pi, jq P a we write v1 :“ i and v2 :“ j.

Example 3.8. We can have

a “ v1
v2 v3 v4

Γ “

v1

v2 v3 v4

where the roots M are represented by a hollowed dot, and we have given a name to the
arc to make them correspond with vertices of Γ

For each subset J Ă E\M we construct a cell cpJq Ă Ta Ă T n by setting px1, . . . , xnq P
cpJq if

‚ xv1 “ xw1
if there is an edge between v and w in Γ and it is contained in J ,

‚ xv1 ‰ xw1
if there is an edge between v and w in Γ but it is not contained in J ,

‚ xv1 “ p´1qv1p if v P M X J ,
‚ xv1 ‰ p´1qv1p if v P M and v R J .

Clearly, cpJq – Rk´|J | and
Ů

J cpJq “ Ta.

Example 3.9. Consider Γ in Example 3.8, and let e1,2 be the edge between v1 and v2, and
e1,3 the edge between v1 and v3. We have Ta “ tx1, x2, x2, x3, x3, x1,´p, x4, x4, pu Ă T 2n.
Then, for example we can have

cpHq “ tx1, x2, x2, x3, x3, x1,´p, x4, x4, p|x1 ‰ x2, x1 ‰ x3, x1 ‰ ´p, x4 ‰ pu,

cptv4uq “ tx1, x2, x2, x3, x3, x1,´p, p, p, p|x1 ‰ x2, x1 ‰ x3, x1 ‰ ´pu,

cpte1,2uq “ tx1, x1, x1, x3, x3, x1,´p, x4, x4, p|x1 ‰ x3, x1 ‰ ´p, x4 ‰ pu,

cptv1, v4, e1,2, e1,3uq “ t´p,´p,´p,´p,´p,´p,´p, p, p, pu.

Basically all results from [27, §3.3] (and their duals as in Khovanov’s original paper [17])
hold for the odd case. However, the existence of cells in odd degree adds some subtleties.
For example, it is not immediate that the inclusion

Tăa X Ta ãÑ Ta,

with Tăa :“
Ť

băa
Tb, induces a surjective morphism

H˚pTaq Ñ H˚pTăa X Taq.

It is however still true and can be shown using an observation made in [22, Lemma 4.25]:
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Lemma 3.10. The morphism H˚pTaq Ñ H˚pTăaXTaq induced by the inclusion TăaXTa ãÑ
Ta is surjective.

Proof. Note that |E \ M | “ k. Thus, the cell decomposition of Ta described above has
the same number of ℓ-dimensional cells as the rank of HℓpTaq, since Ta – T k. Hence,
characteristic functions on these cells are independent additive generators for the coho-
mology. By [27, Lemma 3.12], which can be directly converted to the odd case, the cell
decomposition of Ta restricts to a cell decomposition of Tăa XTa. Therefore, HℓpTăa XTaq
is free and HℓpTaq Ñ HℓpTăa X Taq is surjective. �

There is a Mayer–Vietoris sequence associated to the union Tďa :“ Tăa Y Ta. By exact-
ness of it and Lemma 3.10, we deduce its boundary maps are all zero. As a consequence,
we get the following proposition, which is the odd version of the dual of [27, Theorem 3.25].

Proposition 3.11. The following sequence of abelian groups is exact

0 Ñ H˚pTďaq
φ
ÝÑ

à

bďa

H˚pTbq
ψ´

ÝÝÑ
à

băcďa

H˚pTb X Tcq,

where φ is induced by the inclusions Tb ãÑ Tďa, and where we put

ψ´ :“
ÿ

băcďa

pψb,c ´ ψc,bq,

with ψb,c : H˚pTbq Ñ H˚pTb X Tcq induced by the inclusion pTb X Tcq ãÑ Tb.

As a direct corollary, by taking a maximal, we obtain:

Corollary 3.12. The morphism

ρ : H˚pT n´k
k q ãÑ

à

aPBn´k
k

H˚pTaq

induced by the inclusions Ta ãÑ T n´k
k is injective.

Similarly to [17], the inclusion T n´k
k ãÑ T n induces a surjective (see Lemma 3.17 below)

morphism H˚pT nq Ñ H˚pT n´k
k q. Composition with the projection T n ։ S1 onto the ith

factor induces a morphism H˚pS1q Ñ H˚pT n´k
k q. We write Xi P H˚pT n´k

k q for the image of
the generator of H˚pS1q under this morphism. Let ai P H˚pTaq be the dotted crossingless
matching of shape a given by putting a dot on the arc connected to the ith endpoint, if
there is one, and ai is zero if a ray is connected to the ith endpoint. Then, the morphism
H˚pT n´k

k q Ñ H˚pTaq induced by the inclusion Ta ãÑ T n´k
k sends Xi to ai. From that, we

deduce that the morphism in Corollary 3.12 takes the form

(3) ρ : H˚pT n´k
k q ãÑ

à

aPBn´k
k

H˚pTaq, Xi ÞÑ
ÿ

a

ai.

Hence, we can describe H˚pT n´k
k q as the subring of

À

aPBn´k
k

H˚pTaq generated by the

elements
ř

a
ai for all 1 ď i ď n.
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3.3.2. Existence of h. This subsection is a generalization of [22, §4]. Define the ring mor-
phism

h0 : OPoln Ñ H˚pT n´k
k q, xi ÞÑ Xi.

Note that in contrast to the even case [17] there is no sign involved here. This is similar
to the disappearance of the sign in the odd nilHecke algebra in [21].

We will now focus on proving that OCn´k
k Ă ker h0. In fact, we will prove that OCn´k

k Ă
ker ha for each a P Bn´k

k , where

ha : OPoln Ñ H˚pTaq, xi ÞÑ ai,

is the morphism obtained by composing h0 with ρ and projecting onto the summand
H˚pTaq.

Example 3.13. Consider n “ 4, k “ 1 as in Example 3.4. We identify elements of H˚pTaq
with dotted diagrams as explained in Section 3.2.1. We have, among others, ´xixj P OC4´1

1

and ´x1 ` x2 ´ x3 ` x4 P OC4´1
1 . Then, we compute

hap´x1x2q “ ´ “ 0, hap´x1x3q “ ´ “ 0,

since two dots on the same component or a dot on a ray is zero, and

hap´x1 ` x2 ´ x3 ` x4q “ ´ ` ´ ` “ 0.

Thus, ´xixj P kerphaq and ´x1 ` x2 ´ x3 ` x4 P kerphaq.

Let S Ă tx1, . . . , xnu with |S| “ k ` ℓ. For each R “ txi1 , . . . , xiru Ă S we write

εSR :“ xSi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xSir .

Note that εSr “
ř

RĂS,|R|“r ε
S
R.

Let Ea be the subset of tx1, . . . , xnu such that xi P Ea if piq R a (i is not connected to a
ray, thus is connected to an arc). Thus, |Ea| “ 2k and

hapεSr q “ hap
ÿ

RĂSXEa,
|R|“r

εSRq,

since hapxiq “ 0 whenever piq P a.
Therefore, all arguments in [22, §4] apply directly to the general case, and we have

OCn´k,k Ă ker ha. In particular, we get the following:

Proposition 3.14. The morphism

h : OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq Ñ H˚pT n´k

k q, xi ÞÑ Xi,

is well-defined.
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3.3.3. Injectivity of h. To show that h is injective, it is enough to show that its reduction
modulo 2 is injective, since h is a morphisms between free abelian groups. For this, we use
the fact that the even and odd cohomology coincide modulo 2.

Lemma 3.15. Tensoring with Z{2Z, h induces an isomorphism

h̃ : OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq b Z{2Z

»
ÝÑ H˚pT n´k

k q b Z{2Z.

Proof. By [18] we know that

OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq b Z{2Z – H˚pBn´k

k pCqq b Z{2Z,

identifying the xi’s in both constructions while describing H˚pBn´k
k pCqq using the usual

Tanisaki ideal of the polynomial ring Zrx1, . . . , xns. Moreover, we have

H˚pSn´k
k q b Z{2Z – H˚pT n´k

k q b Z{2Z,

where Sn´k
k it the topological complex Springer fiber obtained by replacing S1 with S2

in Definition 2.3. This isomorphism can be achieved by observing that
À

aPBn´k
k

H˚pSaq

and
À

aPBn´k
k

H˚pTaq are isomorphic modulo 2, where Sa is constructed as Ta but us-

ing S2 instead of S1, and then that both injections H˚pSn´k
k q ãÑ

À

aPBn´k
k

H˚pSaq and

H˚pT n´k
k q ãÑ

À

aPBn´k
k

H˚pTaq are the same modulo 2. All of this means that the following

diagram is commutative:

OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq b Z{2Z H˚pT n´k

k q b Z{2Z,

H˚pBn´k
k pCqq b Z{2Z H˚pSn´k

k q b Z{2Z.

h̃

»

»

»

In particular, h̃ is an isomorphism. �

Proposition 3.16. The morphism h is injective.

Proof. A morphism between free abelian groups inducing an isomorphism modulo 2 is
injective. It is the case of h because of Lemma 3.15. �

3.3.4. Surjectivity of h.

Lemma 3.17. The morphism

π : H˚pT nq ։ H˚pT n´k
k q,

induced by the inclusion T n´k
k ãÑ T n is surjective.

Proof. As in [22, Lemma 4.28], the morphism H˚pT n´k
k q Ñ H˚pT nq induced on the homol-

ogy is split injective. Hence, the dual morphism is surjective. �

Note that if we identify H˚pT nq with H˚pT 1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b H˚pT 1q, then the cohomology
generator of the ith factor H˚pT 1q is sent by π to Xi.

Proposition 3.18. The morphism h is surjective.
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Proof. By definition of h0, we obtain a commutative diagram

OPoln H˚pT n´k
k q.

H˚pT nq

»

h0

π

Thus, h0 is surjective. It follows that h is also surjective. �

Proof of Theorem 3.6. It follows immediatly from Proposition 3.16 and Proposition 3.18
that h is an isomorphism

h : OH˚pBn´k
k pCqq

»
ÝÑ H˚pT n´k

k q,

concluding the proof. �

Then, as a consequence of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.6, we obtain the following:

Corollary 3.19. There is an isomorphism of rings

H˚pBn´k
k pRqq – OH˚pBn´k

k pCqq.

4. Geometric contruction of Ozsváth–Rasmussen–Szabó odd TQFT

Stroppel–Webster [31] and the third author [36] describe a realization of the TQFT F

associated to the Frobenius algebra ZrXs{pX2q using pullbacks and pushwards along maps
associated to certain diagonal maps and projections between products of 2-spheres.

In [23] Ozsváth–Rasmussen–Szabó define an odd version OF of the TQFT F by replac-
ing tensor products of ZrXs{pX2q with exterior products. This section shows that there is
also a realization of the odd TQFT OF obtained by replacing 2-spheres by 1-spheres in
[31, 36]. To do so, we first recall an algebraic definition of the odd TQFT using the pre-
sentation given in [25], and we discuss some general results for pullbacks and pushforwards
in cohomology.

4.1. The odd TQFT.

4.1.1. Category of chronological cobordisms. A chronological (2-)cobordism [25] is a 2-
cobordism equipped with a framed Morse function that separates critical points, in the
sense of Igusa [14]. Concretely, this means that the cobordism is equipped with a height
function such that there are no two critical points (i.e. saddle point or cup/cap) at the same
height, and saddle points and caps are given an orientation. We picture these cobordisms
by diagrams read from bottom to top, and the orientation is given by an arrow.

Chronological cobordisms form an ‘almost monoidal’ category ChCob where objects are
disjoint unions of circles and morphisms are chronological cobordisms between them (up
to certain isotopy equivalences not altering the relative height of the critical points, see
[25] for details). Vertical composition is given by gluing along the boundary as usual, and
horizontal composition of objects is given by disjoint union. The horizontal composition
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is given by right-then-left juxtaposition of cobordisms, pushing all critical points of the
cobordism on the left to the top:

. . .

. . .

W 1 b
. . .

. . .

W :“

. . .

. . .

W 1

. . .

. . .

W

Remark 4.1. The category ChCob equipped with the right-then-left juxtaposition is not
monoidal because in general

pf b gq ˝ pf 1 b g1q ‰ pf ˝ f 1q b pg ˝ g1q.

In particular, this means it is not truly a horizontal composition in the 2-categorical sense.
However, as we will see in Section 4.1.4, ChCob can be linearized to become a Z-graded
monoidal category (alternatively, one can consider the Gray monoidal 2-category of chrono-
logical cobordisms, giving a 3-category, see [25]). This means the name ‘horizontal com-
position’ still make sense in our context.

Note that (pre)composing a split (resp. merge) with the twist gives the split (resp.
merge) with the opposite orientation:

“ “(4)

The morphism spaces in ChCob are generated by the five elementary cobordisms:

merge split birth positive death negative death

together with a twist

acting as a Gray symmetry (see [25]). The unit object is given by the empty space H.
In other words, the hom-spaces of ChCob can be combinatorially described as generated

by vertical and horizontal compositions of the elementary cobordisms and the twist, modulo
the relations that the twist τ distantly commutes with everything:

pτ b 1q ˝ p1 b fq “ p1 b fq ˝ pτ b 1q, p1 b τq ˝ pf b 1q “ pf b 1q ˝ p1 b τq,(5)

for all cobordism f , and respects the symmetry relations:

τ 2 “ 1, pτ b 1q ˝ p1 b τq ˝ pτ b 1q “ p1 b τq ˝ pτ b 1q ˝ p1 b τq,(6)
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and the exchange relations:

“ “ “

“ “

and the vertical mirror images of the above relations.

4.1.2. Z-graded monoidal category of graded abelian groups. Recall that a (Z-)graded group
is a group with a decomposition G “

À

zPZGz, such that Gz2Gz1 Ă Gz2`z1 for all z1, z2 P Z.
A homomorphism f : G Ñ G1 between graded groups is homogeneous of degree |f | P Z if
fpGzq Ă G1

z`|f | for all z P Z.

Let Z -gmod be the (Z-)graded category of (Z-)graded abelian groups, that is the cate-
gory where objects are Z-graded abelian groups, and morphisms are finite sums of homo-
genenous group homomorphisms. Consider the Z-graded tensor product defined by

M b N :“
à

zPZ

pM b Nqz, pM b Nqz :“
à

z1`z2“z

Mz1 bZ Nz2 .

The unit object is given by Z concentrated in degree zero. Given two homogeneous ho-
momorphisms f : M Ñ M 1 and g : N Ñ N 1, the tensor product morphism is given
by

pf b gq : pM b Nq Ñ pM 1 b N 1q, m b n ÞÑ p´1q|g||m|fpmq b gpnq,

for homogeneous elements m P M and n P N . Note that |f b g| “ |f | ` |g|. Also, we have

(7) pf b gq ˝ pf 1 b g1q “ p´1q|g||f 1|pf ˝ f 1q b pg ˝ g1q.

Note that the sign appearing here means that ´ b ´ is not, strictly speaking, a bifunctor,
and thus pZ -gmod,bq is not a monoidal category. It is however a ‘Z-graded monoidal
category’ as defined below (in the same sense as monoidal supercategory in [2], see also
[21, §4] for similar notions generalized).

Definition 4.2. Let C be a Z -gmod-enriched category (i.e. the hom-spaces are graded
abelian groups and the composition preserves the grading and is bilinear). Let ´ bC ´ :
Cˆ CÑ C be a map of categories such that IdX bC IdY “ IdXbCY and respecting Eq. (7).
If there are natural isomorphisms respecting the same coherence relations as for the usual
notion of a monoidal category, we say that pC,bCq is a Z-graded monoidal category.
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Remark 4.3. The notion of Z-graded monoidal category presented here differs from the
one introduced in [12], and should be think of as a ‘monoidal structure on a category
enriched over Z-graded vector spaces’. We keep the name ‘Z-graded monoidal category’ to
agree with the more general notion introduced in [21, §4].

The category Z -gmod also comes with a symmetry τZM,N : M b N
»
ÝÑ N b M given by

τZM,Npm b nq :“ p´1q|m||n|pn b mq.

However, τZM,N is not natural (it is natural only up to sign depending on the grading). We
call this a ‘graded symmetry’ (with the same flavor as in [21, §4.7]).

Definition 4.4. Let pC,bCq be a graded monoidal category with a collection of isomor-

phisms τ C

M,N : MbCN
»
ÝÑ NbCM for each pair M,N P C. Suppose τ C

M,N is graded natural
in M,N , meaning that the diagram

M bCN M 1 bCN
1

N bCM N 1 bCM
1

p´1q|f ||g|

fbg

τM,N τM 1,N1

gbf

commutes up to p´1q|f ||g| for all homogeneous homomorphisms f : M Ñ M 1 and g : N Ñ
N 1. If it respects the usual coherence relations of a symmetric monoidal category, then we
say that pC,bC, τ

C

´,´q is a Z-graded symmetric monoidal category.

Observe that pZ -gmod,bZ, τ
Z

´,´q is a Z-graded symmetric monoidal category.

Finally, a graded (symmetric) monoidal functor is simply a Z -gmod-linear functor (i.e.
it is Z -linear and preserves the grading) coming with the usual natural isomorphisms and
respecting the same coherence relations as a (symmetric) monoidal functor. Note that there
are no additional signs involved in this definition because we ask the functor to preserve
the grading.

4.1.3. Definition of OF . We now define the odd TQFT

OF : ChCob Ñ Z -gmod,

which, as we will see, is an ‘almost monoidal’ functor. Let A :“ v`Z ‘ v´Z be a 2-
dimensional graded abelian group with |v`| :“ 0 and |v´| :“ 1. We put

OFpS1q :“ A,

and in general a collection of m circles is sent to the Z-graded tensor product of m copies
of A.
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We define OF on each elementary cobordism:

OF

¨

˝

˛

‚: Ab A Ñ A :“

#

v` b v` ÞÑ v`, v` b v´ ÞÑ v´,

v´ b v´ ÞÑ 0, v´ b v` ÞÑ v´,

OF

¨

˝

˛

‚: A Ñ Ab A :“

#

v` ÞÑ v´ b v` ´ v` b v´,

v´ ÞÑ v´ b v´,

OF

ˆ ˙

: Z Ñ A :“
!

1 ÞÑ v`,

OF

˜ ¸

: A Ñ Z :“

#

v` ÞÑ 0,

v´ ÞÑ ´1,

OF

˜ ¸

: A Ñ Z :“

#

v` ÞÑ 0,

v´ ÞÑ 1,

and the twist is sent to τA,A. We extend by OFpf b gq :“ OFpfq bZ OFpgq.
Note that we have

OF

¨

˝

˛

‚“ OF

¨

˝

˛

‚, OF

¨

˝

˛

‚“ ´OF

¨

˝

˛

‚.

4.1.4. The Z -gmod-enriched category Z-ChCob. As explained in [25], the TQFT OF

factorizes through a Z -gmod-enriched version of ChCob. For this, we first need to define
the degree of a cobordism W as

degpW q :“ #splits ´ #deaths.

Definition 4.5. Let Z-ChCob be the Z -gmod-enriched category with the same objects
as ChCob, and with hom-spaces given by formal Z-linear combinations of chronological
cobordisms subject to the relations:

“ “ ´ “ ´(8)

“ “ “(9)
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and

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

W 1

W

“ p´1qdegpW qdegpW 1q

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

W 1

W
(10)

. . .

. . .

W 1

. . .

. . .

W

“ p´1qdegpW qdegpW 1q

. . .

. . .

W 1

. . .

. . .

W
(11)

for all cobordisms W 1 and W .

Remark 4.6. Since Z-ChCob is defined as a quotient of ChCob, which is topologically
defined, all pictures in Eq. (9) can be rotated along the vertical axis by 180 degrees.
Alternatively, this can be deduced from the exchange relations and Eq. (8). Also note that
the third relation of Eq. (9) is redundant with the second one together with Eq. (8).

Note that Z-ChCob is a Z-graded symmetric monoidal category, with the graded sym-
metry given by using the twist. It gives a graded natural isomorphism because of Eq. (10)
and Eq. (11).

Then, there is an obvious functor ChCob Ñ Z-ChCob, and we obtain an induced
functor Z-OF : Z-ChCob Ñ Z -gmod, with a commutative diagram:

ChCob Z -gmod

Z-ChCob

OF

Z-OF

It is easy to see that the functor OF verifies the relations Eq. (8) - (11), and thus Z-OF

is well-defined. Moreover, it is a graded symmetric monoidal functor.

4.2. Pullbacks and pushforwards. Let us recall some standard facts about the coho-
mology of manifolds. Given a continuous map ϕ : X Ñ Y between topological spaces, one
can consider the pullback and pushforward

ϕ˚ : H˚pY q Ñ H˚pXq and

ϕ˚ : H˚pXq Ñ H˚pY q.

If X and Y are furthermore closed (i.e. compact and without boundary) oriented manifolds
of dimension |X| and |Y | respectively, one can also construct an exceptional pushforward
(also called Umkehr map, shriek map or transfer map in the literature)

ϕ! : H˚pXq Ñ H˚pY q.
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For this, we fix a choice of orientations for X and Y , that is a choice of fundamental
classes rfXs P H|X|pXq and rfY s P H|Y |pY q. Then, Poincaré duality gives an isomorphism

PX : H˚pXq
»
ÝÑ H˚pXq by capping with the fundamental class:

PX : H˚pXq
»
ÝÑ H˚pXq, ω ÞÑ rfXs " ω,

and similarly for Y . The pushforward ϕ! is defined in terms of the following commutative
diagram:

H˚pXq H˚pY q

H˚pXq H˚pY q.

PX

»

ϕ!

ϕ˚

P´1

Y»

We consider H˚pXq and H˚pXq in Z -gmod, where H ipXq is in degree i and HipXq in
degree ´i. With this convention, the cap product ": HipXqˆHjpXq Ñ Hj´ipXq preserves

the grading. In particular the Poincaré isomorphism PX : H˚pXq
»
ÝÑ H˚pXq has degree

´|X|. Thus, the pushforward ϕ! : H˚pXq Ñ H˚pY q has degree |ϕ!| “ |Y | ´ |X|.

4.2.1. Pushfowards and the Künneth formula. Let X,X 1, Y and Y 1 be closed oriented man-
ifolds with torsion-free homology groups. Let rfXs and rfY s be their respective fundamental
classes. Consider the products X ˆ Y (resp. X 1 ˆ Y 1) equipped with orientation induced
by X and Y (resp. X 1 and Y 1), that is rfXˆY s :“ rfXs ˆ rfY s. Suppose we have continuous
maps ϕ : X Ñ X 1 and ψ : Y Ñ Y 1.

Lemma 4.7. Under the conditions above, we have a commutative diagram

H˚pXq b H˚pY q H˚pXq b H˚pY q

H˚pX ˆ Y q H˚pX ˆ Y q

PXbPY

»

´!´ » ´ˆ´

PXˆY

where the vertical arrows are given by the Künneth formula.

Proof. For xb y P H˚pXq b H˚pY q, we compute

p´1q|x||PY |PXpxq b PY pyq “ p´1q´|x||Y |prfXs " xq ˆ prfY s " yq

“ rfXˆY s " px ! yq “ PXˆY px ! yq,

using the cross/cap product formula

(12) pras " xq ˆ prbs " yq “ p´1q|x||rbs|pras ˆ rbsq " px ! yq,

from [1, Chapter XI, Theorem 5.4]. �
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Lemma 4.8. Under the conditions above, we have a commutative diagram

H˚pXq b H˚pY q H˚pX 1q b H˚pY 1q

H˚pX ˆ Y q H˚pX 1 ˆ Y 1q,

p´1q|ϕ!||Y 1|pϕ!bψ!q

»

´!´ » ´!´

pϕˆψq!

where the vertical arrows are given by the Künneth formula.

Proof. Consider the following cube

H˚pXq b H˚pY q H˚pX 1q b H˚pY 1q

H˚pXq b H˚pY q H˚pX 1q b H˚pY 1q

H˚pX ˆ Y q H˚pX 1 ˆ Y 1q

H˚pX ˆ Y q H˚pX 1 ˆ Y 1q

ϕ˚bψ˚

»

»ϕ!bψ!

»

PXbPY PX1bPY 1

pϕˆψq˚

pϕˆψq!

PXˆY » PX1ˆY 1

where all the vertical arrows are given by the Künneth theorem. The back face commutes
by naturality of the Künneth formula. The face at the bottom commutes by definition of
the pushforward. By Lemma 4.7, the left and right faces commute. The face at the top
commutes up to p´1q|ϕ!||Y

1| “ p´1q|Y 1|p|X|´|X1|q for degree reasons, and by the definition of
the pushforwards. Therefore, the front face also commutes up to this term. �

Denote the category of closed oriented manifolds with torsion-free homology groups and
continuous maps by Manco. Cohomology with pullback and pushforward gives a contravari-
ant and a covariant functor from Manco to Z -gmod. The pullback functor is monoidal,
while pushforward is only monoidal up to sign as shown in Lemma 4.8. To address this
issue, and to combine pullback and pushforwards functors, we define various enhancements
of the category Manco.

Definition 4.9. Let Man
Ñ
Ð
co be the category whose objects are closed oriented smooth

manifolds with torsion-free homology groups and morphisms are chains of continuous maps
(between such spaces) going alternatingly in one direction and the other. Here we identify

pX
1XÝÑ Xq “ pX

1XÐÝ Xq. Composition is given by concatenation of chains and reduction
by composition of maps whenever two continuous maps go in the same direction.

Remark 4.10. The categories Manco and Manop
co embed into Man

Ñ
Ð
co and generate the

morphism spaces. We call morphisms in the image of Manco, resp. Manop
co , covariant,

resp. contravariant.
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Let H˚ : Man
Ñ
Ð
co Ñ Z -gmod be the functor that associates to a space its cohomology.

A chain of continuous map is sent to the composition of their respective pullbacks or
pushfowards (depending on the direction). For example:

H˚
`

M
ϕ0ÝÑ N0

ϕ1ÐÝ N1
ϕ2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

ϕrÐÝ M 1
˘

“ H˚pMq
ϕ˚
r ˝¨¨¨˝pϕ2q!˝ϕ

˚
1

˝pϕ0q!
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H˚pM 1q.

Recall that a pair of maps X
ϕ
ÝÑ Z

ψ
ÐÝ Y between smooth manifolds are transverse

whenever TppZq “ impDϕxq ` impDψyq for all z “ ϕpxq “ ψpyq. In this situation we can
consider the commutative diagram

X ˆZ Y Y

X Z

ψ1

ϕ1

ψ

ϕ

where X ˆZ Y is the pullback of X
ϕ
ÝÑ Z

ψ
ÐÝ Y in the category of smooth manifolds.

Then, depending on the orientation of X ˆZ Y , we obtain a change of basis formula
pϕ1q! ˝ pψ1q˚ “ ˘ψ˚ ˝ ϕ! (this is similar to [26, §1.7]). We say that X ˆZ Y is the oriented
pullback if

(13) pϕ1q! ˝ pψ1q˚ “ ψ˚ ˝ ϕ! : H˚pXq Ñ H˚pY q.

Remark 4.11. Note that in general the oriented pullback XˆZ Y is isomorphic to Y ˆZX

as manifolds, but the orientation is not preserved.

Definition 4.12. Let Man
Ñ
Ð
co be the category given by the same objects as Man

Ñ
Ð
co and

the same hom-spaces but with the relation

(14)
`

X
ϕ
ÝÑ Z

ψ
ÐÝ Y

˘

“
`

X
ϕ1

ÐÝ Z 1 ψ1

ÝÑ Y
˘

,

whenever ϕ and ψ are transverse and there is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
h : Z 1 »

ÝÑ X ˆZ Y such that the diagram

Z 1 Y

X X ˆZ Y

h

ψ1

ϕ1

commutes.

The functor H˚ : Man
Ñ
Ð
co Ñ Z -gmod descends to Man

Ñ
Ð
co by Eq. (13).

Remark 4.13. It is very suggestive to consider a category of manifolds where morphisms
are given by correspondences/spans

`

X Ð A Ñ Y
˘

where A is a manifold and composition is given by the fiber product
`

X Ð A
ϕ
ÝÑ Y

˘

˝
`

Y
ψ

ÐÝ B Ñ Z
˘

“
`

X Ð AˆY B Ñ Y
˘

.
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Or in other words, extend relation (14) to non-transverse maps. However, this does not
work without overcoming major technical difficulties. First, A ˆY B does not need to be
a manifold and composition is not well-defined. Rather, one would need to work with
some kind of derived manifold, which is not in the scope of this paper. Second, even if
AˆY B is a manifold (and an additional cleanliness assumption of ϕ and ψ is fulfilled), the
composition would not be compatible with cohomology, since equation (13) becomes wrong
in general. This could be corrected by considering the correspondence

`

X Ð AˆY B Ñ Y
˘

together with the additional data of the excess bundle on AˆY B and by incorporating a
multiplication with the Euler class of this bundle into the functor H˚.

For any covariant map ϕ : X Ñ X 1 (resp. contravariant map ψ : X Ð X 1) of closed
oriented manifolds, we can consider the zigzags

ϕ̄ :“
`

X
1XÐÝ X´1 ϕ

ÝÑ X 1
˘ (14)

“
`

X
ϕ
ÝÑ pX 1q´1 1X1

ÐÝÝ X 1
˘

,

(resp. ψ̄ :“
`

X
ψ

ÐÝ pX 1q´1 1X1
ÝÝÑ X 1

˘ (14)
“

`

X
1XÝÑ X´1 ψ

ÐÝ X 1
˘

)

in Man
Ñ
Ð
co , where X´1 is the manifold X with opposite orientation. We extend the definition

to any zigzag by declaring that pϕ ˝ ψq :“ ϕ̄˝ψ
(14)
“ ϕ˝ ψ̄ for any pair of zigzags ϕ, ψ. Note

that we have ϕ “ ϕ, and

H˚pϕ̄q “ ´H˚pϕq,

for any zigzag ϕ.

We linearize Man
Ñ
Ð
co over Z by allowing finite sums of morphisms, and identifying ´ϕ :“

ϕ̄, giving a Z-linear category Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co . Moreover, elements in the hom-spaces of Z-Man

Ñ
Ð
co

carry a Z-degree with contraviant maps being in degree zero, and a covariant map ϕ : X Ñ

X 1 being in degree degpϕq :“ |X 1| ´ |X|. Thus, Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co is a Z -gmod-enriched category.

We would like to equip Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co with a Z-graded monoidal product by using the carte-

sian product, so that the cohomological functor becomes graded monoidal. However, be-
cause of Lemma 4.8 we need to use a twisted version of the cartesian product where we
fix the sign when taking the product with a covariant maps. Moreover, it is a priori not
clear how to define the cartesian product of a covariant map with a contravariant map.
We define it by taking the cartesian product of each element with the identity and com-
posing the two maps we obtain. There are two ways to do that (see below), but because
of Eq. (14), they are the same.

We turn Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co into a Z-graded monoidal category by equipping it with the twisted

cartesian product ˆ̂ given by:

‚ X ˆ̂ Y :“ X ˆ Y is the cartesian product on objects, with orientation induced by
the cross product rfXˆY s :“ rfXs ˆ rfY s;

‚ the unit object is given by the 0-dimensional point manifold t‹u, with left and
right unitor given by the obvious inclusion maps t‹u ˆ X Ð X and X ˆ t‹u Ð X

respectively;
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‚ for a pair of contravariant maps ϕ : X Ð X 1 and ψ : Y Ð Y 1, we put

pϕ ˆ̂ ψq :“ pϕ ˆ ψq;

‚ for a contravariant map ϕ : X Ð X 1 and a covariant map ψ : Y Ñ Y 1, we put

pϕ ˆ̂ ψq : “
`

X ˆ Y
1Xˆψ
ÝÝÝÑ X ˆ Y 1 ϕˆ1Y 1

ÐÝÝÝÝ X 1 ˆ Y 1
˘

(14)
“

`

X ˆ Y
ϕˆ1YÐÝÝÝ X 1 ˆ Y

1X1 ˆψ
ÝÝÝÝÑ X 1 ˆ Y 1

˘

,

and for the opposite case of a contravariant ϕ : X Ñ X 1 and a covariant map
ψ : Y Ð Y 1, we put

pϕ ˆ̂ ψq : “
`

X ˆ Y
1Xˆψ

ÐÝÝÝ pX ˆ Y 1qp´1qp|X1|´|X|q|Y 1| ϕˆ1Y 1
ÝÝÝÝÑ X 1 ˆ Y 1

˘

(14)
“

`

X ˆ Y
ϕˆ1YÝÝÝÑ pX 1 ˆ Y qp´1qp|X1|´|X|q|Y | 1X1 ˆψ

ÐÝÝÝÝ X 1 ˆ Y 1
˘

;

‚ for a pair of covariant maps ϕ : X Ñ X 1 and ψ : Y Ñ Y 1, we put

(15) pϕ ˆ̂ ψq :“ p´1qp|X1|´|X|q|Y 1|pϕ ˆ ψq.

Note that because of Eq. (14) we can extend the definition to any pair of zigzag unam-
biguously, so that ˆ̂ becomes a bifunctor. The coherence isomorphism is given by the
contravariant map pX ˆ Y q ˆ Z Ð X ˆ pY ˆ Zq given by the coherence isomorphism of
the cartesian product. The coherence relations are immediate by coherence on the carte-
sian product. Naturality of the coherence isomorphisms is lengthy, but straightforward to
verify.

Then, we equip Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co with a graded symmetry given by the isomorphism τX,Y :

X ˆ̂ Y Ñ Y ˆ̂ X obtained from the contravariant map

pτX,Y : X ˆ̂ Y
»
ÝÑ Y ˆ̂ Xq :“

`

X ˆ Y
σ

ÐÝ Y ˆ X, σpy, xq :“ px, yq
˘

.

Note that the isomorphism τX,Y : X ˆ̂ Y
»
ÝÑ Y ˆ̂ X is graded natural in X and Y , because

of Eq. (14) again.

The functor H˚ : Man
Ñ
Ð
co Ñ Z -gmod extends to a functor H˚ : Z-Man

Ñ
Ð
co Ñ Z -gmod

which is graded symmetric monoidal. The coherence isomorphism H˚pX ˆ̂ Y q
»
ÝÑ H˚pXqb

H˚pY q is given by the Künneth formula, and it is natural by Lemma 4.8.

4.3. Geometric construction of OF . Recall T 0 “ t‹u is a point manifold, and thus
Tm ˆ T 0 – Tm. We equip T 0 with orientation rfT 0s :“ rt‹us, T 1 with a fixed orientation
rfT 1s, and Tm “ T 1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T 1 with induced orientation rfTms :“ rfT 1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rfT 1s.

Recall that

H˚pTmq – Abm,

as a graded abelian group, for all m ą 0, and H˚pT 0q – Z. We fix the isomorphisms

f 0 : H˚pT 0q
»
ÝÑ Z by sending the dual of rfT 0s to 1, and f 1 : H˚pT 1q

»
ÝÑ A by sending the
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dual of rfT 1s to v´. By the Künneth theorem, we have a commutative diagram

H˚pTm1q b H˚pTm2q Abm1 b Abm2

H˚pTm1`m2q Abpm1`m2q,

´!´

fm1bfm2

»

»

fm1`m2

»

which we use to fix inductively an isomorphism fm : H˚pTmq
»
ÝÑ Abm.

Consider the maps

∆ : T 1
ãÑ T 2, x ÞÑ px, xq,

ε : T 1
։ T 0, x ÞÑ ‹,

η : T 0
ãÑ T 1, ‹ ÞÑ p,

τ : T 2 Ñ T 2, px, yq ÞÑ py, xq.

Lemma 4.14. We have

∆˚ : H˚pT 2q – Ab2 Ñ A – H˚pT 1q,

#

v` b v` ÞÑ v`, v` b v´ ÞÑ v´,

v´ b v´ ÞÑ 0, v´ b v` ÞÑ v´,

ε˚ : H˚pT 0q – Z Ñ A – H˚pT 1q,
!

1 ÞÑ v`,

η˚ : H˚pT 1q – A Ñ Z – H˚pT 0q,
!

v` ÞÑ 1, v´ ÞÑ 0,

and τ˚ – τA,A.

Proof. This is immediate by working with cellular cohomology and identifying v` in A

with the dual of the 0-cell and v´ with the dual of the 1-cell inside of T 1. �

Lemma 4.15. We have

∆! : H˚pT 1q – A Ñ Ab2 – H˚pT 2q,

#

v` ÞÑ ´pv´ b v` ´ v` b v´q,

v´ ÞÑ ´pv´ b v´q.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to use the cup/cap formula

(16) γpras " βq “ pβ ! γqprasq,

for β, γ P H˚pXq and ras P H˚pXq, and evaluate against elements in cohomology.
Let α be the dual of ras :“ rfT 1s, so that PT1p1q “ ras and PT1pαq “ 1. Let rbs :“ rfT 1sˆ1

and rcs :“ 1 ˆ rfT1s be the generating 1-cells in T 2 “ T 1 ˆT 1 such that ∆˚prasq “ rbs ` rcs,
and let β and γ be their respective dual. We have rfT 2s “ rbs ˆ rcs. Then, we obtain

pβ ! γq
`

rbs ˆ rcs
˘ (16)

“ prbs ˆ rcsq " pβ ! γq
(12)
“ ´1.(17)
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Also, we have, PT2p1q “ rbs ˆ rcs, and we compute

β
`

PT2pβq
˘

“ 0, β
`

PT2pγq
˘

“ β
`

prbs ˆ rcsq " γ
˘

(16)
“ pγ ! βq

`

rbs ˆ rcs
˘ (17)

“ 1,

γ
`

PT2pβq
˘

“ γ
`

prbs ˆ rcsq " β
˘

γ
`

PT2pγq
˘

“ 0.

(16)
“ pβ ! γq

`

rbs ˆ rcs
˘ (17)

“ ´1,

Thus, PT2pβq “ ´rcs and PT2pγq “ rbs, and by Eq. (17), PT2pβ ! γq “ ´1.
Using these results, we compute

∆!p1q “ P´1
T2

˝ ∆˚ ˝ PT1p1q “ ´pβ ´ γq, ∆!pαq “ ´pβ ! γq.

We conclude by identifying α ÞÑ v´, and β ÞÑ v´ b v`, γ ÞÑ v` b v´ and β ! γ ÞÑ
v´ b v´. �

Lemma 4.16. We have

ε! : H˚pT 1q – A Ñ Z – H˚pT 0q,

#

v` ÞÑ 0,

v´ ÞÑ 1.

Proof. Let ras :“ rfT 1s and α be its dual. We compute ε˚p1q “ 1 and ε˚prasq “ 0. Thus,
ε!pαq “ 1 and ε!p1q “ 0. �

We also compute the following, for later use:

Lemma 4.17. We have

η! : H˚pT 0q – Z Ñ A – H˚pT 1q, 1 ÞÑ v.

Proof. We have η˚p1q “ 1. Thus, η!p1q “ α, where α is the dual of rfT 1s. �

Furthermore, there is an (almost monoidal) functor Top : ChCob Ñ Man
Ñ
Ð
co sending S1

to T 1, the disjoint union product to the twisted cartesian product,

Top

¨

˝

˛

‚:“ T 2 ∆
ÐÝ T 1, Top

¨

˝

˛

‚:“ T 1 ∆
ÝÑ T 2, Top

ˆ ˙

:“ T 0 ε
ÐÝ T 1,

and

Top

˜ ¸

:“ T 1 ε
ÝÑ T 0, Top

˜ ¸

:“ T 1 1
ÐÝ pT 1q´1 ε

ÝÑ T 0,

and the twist is sent to τT 1,T 1 .

Proposition 4.18. The functor Top : ChCob Ñ Man
Ñ
Ð
co is well-defined.

Proof. We only need to verify the relations involving the twist. Eq. (5) holds because
of Eq. (14). Eq. (6) is clear by definition of τT 1,T 1 . Finally, the exchange relations are
respected also because of Eq. (14). �
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It induces a graded symmetric monoidal functor Z-Top : Z-ChCob Ñ Man
Ñ
Ð
co , such

that we obtain a commutative diagram:

ChCob Man
Ñ
Ð
co ,

Z-ChCob Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co

Top

Z-Top

where the functors ChCob Ñ Z-ChCob and Man
Ñ
Ð
co Ñ Z-Man

Ñ
Ð
co are the obvious one.

Proposition 4.19. The functor Z-Top : Z-ChCob Ñ Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co is well-defined.

Proof. For this, it is enough to check that Top respects the relations Eq. (8) - (11). For
Eq. (8), we verify that

T 2 τ
ÐÝ T 2 ∆

ÐÝ T 1 “ T 2 ∆
ÐÝ T 1,

and

T 1 1
ÐÝ pT 1q´1 ∆

ÝÑ T 2 (14)
“ T 1 ∆

ÝÑ T 2 τ
ÐÝ T 2.

For Eq. (9), we compute

T 1 – T 0 ˆ T 1 εˆ1
ÐÝÝ T 2 ∆

ÐÝ T 1 “ T 1 1
ÐÝ T 1,

and
`

T 1 ∆
ÝÑ T 2 – T 1 ˆ T 1 1 ˆ̂ 1

ÐÝÝÝ pT 1q´1 ˆ T 1 ε ˆ̂ 1
ÝÝÑ T 0 ˆ T 1 – T 1

˘

(15)
“
`

T 1 ∆
ÝÑ T 2 – T 1 ˆ T 1 1ˆ1

ÐÝÝ pT 1q´1 ˆ T 1 1
ÐÝ T 1 ˆ T 1 εˆ1

ÝÝÑ T 0 ˆ T 1 – T 1
˘

“
`

T 1 ∆
ÝÑ T 2 – T 1 ˆ T 1 εˆ1

ÝÝÑ T 0 ˆ T 1 – T 1
˘

“
`

T 1 1
ÝÑ T 1

˘

,

and the third relation is immediate by Remark 4.6. For (10) and (11), we need to check all
cases. We can suppose W and W 1 each contain only an elementary cobordism. Then, it fol-
lows by using the definition of the twisted cartesian product, and checking the orientations
of the pullbacks involved using Lemma 4.8. We leave the details to the reader. �

Theorem 4.20. The diagram of graded symmetric monoidal functors

Z-ChCob Z -gmod

Z-Man
Ñ
Ð
co

Z-OF

Z-Top H˚

is commutative.

Proof. Since the functors are graded monoidal, we only need to verify that it coincides on
S1 and on each elementary cobordism. This follows from Lemma 4.14, Lemma 4.15 and
Lemma 4.16. �

We could have also considered the following variation of the theorem:
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Corollary 4.21. The diagram of functors

ChCob Z -gmod

Man
Ñ
Ð
co

OF

Top H˚

is commutative.

However, in this case, the categories Man
Ñ
Ð
co and ChCob, and the functors H˚, Top and

OF are not (graded) monoidal.

5. Odd arc algebras

We first define the generalized odd arc algebra OHn´k
k using cohomology of components

of the real pn´ k, kq-Springer fiber. The multiplication rule is defined by doing a sequence
of surgeries on circle diagrams, which gives pullbacks and pushfowards between certain
spaces. By Theorem 4.20, these maps coincide with the ones obtain using the odd TQFT
OF , which we recalled in Section 4.1.3, and which, in a slightly different formulation, was
also used in [22] to construct an algebra structure on OHn

n .
Then, following [31, 36], we use this construction to define a convolution algebra struc-

ture on the cohomology of intersections of the components Ta of T n´k
k (equivalently, the

components of Bn´k
k pRq). We show it endows OHn´k

k with an algebra structure equal to
the one obtained from OF . Moreover, we explain how certain bimodules and morphisms
between them, used in [21] to construct the tangle version of odd Khovanov homology,
can also be obtained from a sort of convolution product on some topological spaces, which
should coincide with subspaces of Spaltenstein varieties (as in [36]). Finally, we describe
the odd analog OKn´k

k of the quasi-hereditary cover algebra Kn´k
k from [30, 8].

5.1. The odd arc algebra. As a Z-module, the pn´ k, kq-odd arc algebra is defined as

OHn´k
k :“

à

a,bPBn´k
k

bpOHn´k
k qa, bpOHn´k

k qa :“ H˚pTb;n´k,k X Ta;n´k,kq.

We write b1a for the unit in H˚pTb X Taq.
Note that we can describe elements in bpOHn´k

k qa by dotted circle diagrams. In partic-

ular, b1a is given by the diagram of shape ba without any dots.

5.1.1. Quantum grading. In [16] the arc algebra Hn
n is Z-graded. This grading is called the

quantum grading, and is an important ingredient for Khovanov homology. The quantum
graded version of the odd arc algebra, is given by taking twice the grading of H˚pTb X Taq
(i.e. degqpXiq “ 2) and define

bpOHn´k
k qa :“ H˚pTb X Taqtk ´ |ba|u,

where tmu is a shift up by m in the quantum grading. When we refer to the degree |x| of
an element x P H˚pTb X Taq, we will refer to its homological degree and not the quantum
grading.
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5.1.2. Composition rule. For c ‰ b, we let the multiplication map

dpOHn´k
k qc b bpOHn´k

k qa Ñ 0 P OHn´k
k

be zero. Otherwise, for the multiplication

cpOHn´k
k qb b bpOHn´k

k qa Ñ cpOHn´k
k qa,

we consider the planar diagram cbba, given by putting of cb above the one of ba, where
the rays in the middle part bb are truncated and separated. For example we could have:

a “ b “ c “ cbba “

In order to obtain an element in cpOHn´k
k qa, we want to turn cbba into a diagram of

shape ca. This will be achieved by performing surgeries on the symmetric arcs and rays
of bb, turning them into straight line segments connecting c with a. This, in turn, defines
continuous maps between certain spaces defined below. The multiplication rule is then
defined by applying the cohomology functor H˚ to this sequence of maps.

For any planar diagram I consisting of pairs of symmetric arcs, pairs of symmetric
truncated rays, and vertical line segments, joining n points on the bottom to n points on
the top, we write pi, jq P I if there is an arc joining the ith point to the jth point, piq P I if
there is a ray at the ith point, and ris P I if there is a line segment joining the ith bottom
point to the top one. Note that for bb we can never have ris P bb.

Then, we associate the following space to the diagram I:

TI :“

$

&

%

px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynq P T n ˆ T n

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

xi “ xj and yi “ yj, if pi, jq P I,
xi “ p´1qip “ yi, if piq P I,
xi “ yi, if ris P I,

,

.

-

and set

cpTIqa :“ TI X pTc ˆ Taq.

One can see that cpTIqa is either the empty set or homeomorphic to T |cIa|, where |cIa| is the
number of circle components in the planar diagram cIa. In particular |cbba| “ |cb|`|ba|,
and if Idn consists only of n vertical line segments, then cpTIdn

qa – Tc X Ta. Therefore, we
have

H˚pcpT
bb

qaq – cpOHn´k
k qb b bpOHn´k

k qa, H˚pcpTIdnqaq – cpOHn´k
k qa.

Remark 5.1. In fact, this procedure can be generalized for more general flat tangle dia-
grams, see Section 5.2 below.
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Given I and pr, sq P I, we define I 1 to be given by removing the pair of symmetric arcs
joining the rth point to the sth one in I, and replacing them by two vertical segments rrs
and rss:

r s

ÞÑ

r s

We call this operation an pr, sq-surgery. Assume that neither cpTIqa nor cpTI 1qa are empty.
Then, we need to distinguish five different cases:

(1) The pr, sq-surgery merges two different circle components, e.g.

ÞÑ

Suppose that the ith and jth coordinates, with i ă j, of Tm correspond with the two
circles involved in the pr, sq-surgery under the isomorphism cpTI 1qa – Tm. Then,
we fix an inclusion cpTI 1qa ãÑ cpTIqa using the diagonal map which sends

px1, . . . , xmq P Tm ÞÑ px1, . . . , xj´1, xi, xj , . . . , xmq P Tm`1 – cpTIqa.

(2) The pr, sq-surgery splits a circle into two different circle components, e.g.

ÞÑ

and then we fix an inclusion cpTIqa ãÑ cpTI 1qa, also by a diagonal map.
(3) The pr, sq-surgery spawns a circle component from a ray, e.g.

ÞÑ

and we fix an inclusion cpTIqa ãÑ cpTI 1qa by the map

1 ˆ η ˆ 1 : cpTIqa – Tm Ñ Tm`1 – cpTI 1qa,

where η acts on the coordinates corresponding with the spawned circle component.
(4) The pr, sq-surgery merges a circle component into a ray, e.g.

ÞÑ

and then we fix cpTI 1qa ãÑ cpTIqa by 1 ˆ η ˆ 1.
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(5) The pr, sq-surgery cuts and reconnects two rays, e.g.

ÞÑ or ÞÑ or ÞÑ

and then cpTIqa – cpTI 1qa, or at least one of cpTIqa or cpTI 1qa is empty.

Similarly, the prq-surgery is given by removing two symmetric truncated rays prq, and
putting a line segment rrs instead:

r

ÞÑ

r

Then, two things can happen:

(1) The prq-surgery connects two different rays together, and thus cpTIqa – cpTI 1qa.
(2) The prq-surgery closes a ray into a circle component

ÞÑ

and we fix cpTIqa ãÑ cpTI 1qa by the map 1 ˆ η ˆ 1.

We fix an arbritrary order on the components of b (i.e. on the rays and arcs). Then,
following this order, we apply surgeries on cbba. This gives a sequence of surgeries

cbba “ cI0a Ñ cI1a Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ cIn´ka “ c Idn a “ ca,

which in turns gives a sequence of inclusions, with each time either cpTIℓqa ãÑ cpTIℓ`1
qa or

cpTIℓ`1
qa ãÑ cpTIℓqa by a fixed inclusion defined above.

Viewing pTc X Tbq ˆ̂ pTb X Taq – cpTI0qa and cpTIn´k
qa – pTc X Taq as objects in Man

Ñ
Ð
co ,

this chain defines a map

µc,b,a : pTc X Tbq ˆ̂ pTb X Taq Ñ pTc X Taq,

in Man
Ñ
Ð
co , after choosing arbitrary orientations for all the involved spaces.

We let the multiplication in OHn´k
k be given by

cpOHn´k
k qb b bpOHn´k

k qa cpOHn´k
k qa

H˚pTc X Tbq b H˚pTb X Taq H˚pTc X Taq.
H˚pµc,b,aq

Note that this multiplication law depends on a lot of choices (order for the surgeries and
choices of orientations). Also, there is a priori no reason for it to be associative or preserve
the quantum grading.
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Lemma 5.2. The abelian group OHn
n equipped with the multiplication defined above coin-

cides with the definition of the odd arc algebra in [22], with the choice of orientation for
the splitting cobordism given by the choice of fundamental classes. Moreover, in general
OHn´k

k preserves the quantum grading, and agrees modulo 2 with the usual generalized arc
algebra Hn´k

k from [30, 8].

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.20. �

This also means that the choice of order for doing the surgeries influences the definition
of the multiplication rule only up to a global sign, by the results in [22] and [25] (which
generalize easily to the pn´ k, kq-case).

Again, in contrast to the even case [31, 36], there is no reason to choose one sign con-
vention over another. Hence, in the same spirit as [22], we consider the whole collection
of odd arc algebras, indexed by all choices of signs. Concretely, there are two possi-
ble choices for each triple pc,b, aq. In all cases the construction yields a non-associative
(quantum grading preserving) multiplication rule, which becomes graded associative (also
called quasi-associative) when working in a certain monoidal category of graded spaces,
as in [22, 21] (this can easily be seen from the perspective of platforms from [8] for the
pn´ k, kq-case).

5.1.3. Convolution algebra. The composition rule of Section 5.1.2 can also be understood
as a certain convolution product using ideas from Stroppel–Webster [31].

For c,b, a P Bn´k
k , the inclusions of Tc X Tb X Ta in the three different spaces Tb X Ta,

Tc X Tb and Tc X Ta induce morphisms on the cohomology:

H˚pTb X Taq

H˚pTc X Tb X Taq H˚pTc X Taq.

H˚pTc X Tbq

ı˚
ba

pıcaq!

ı˚
cb

Then, for any fc,b,a P H˚pTc X Tb X Taq, we define a composition law ‹fc,b,a
by

cpOHn´k
k qb b bpOHn´k

k qa cpOHn´k
k qa

H˚pTc X Tbq b H˚pTb X Taq H˚pTc X Taq,

‹fc,b,a

where the arrow below is given by

pıcaq!pfc,b,a ! ı˚
cb

! ı˚
ba

q.

Then, for f “ tfc,b,a|c,b, a P Bn´k
k u we put ‹f :“

ř

c,b,a ‹fc,b,a
.
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Theorem 5.3. There exists an f “ tfc,b,a P H˚pTc X Tb X Taq|c,b, a P Bn´k
k u such that

the composition law ‹f coincides with the one defined in Section 5.1.2.

Proof. As observed in [31, Theorem 35], the sequence of inclusions cpTIℓqa ãÑ cpTIℓ`1
qa or

cpTIℓ`1
qa ãÑ cpTIℓqa of Section 5.1.2 can be used to construct an element fc,b,a. Indeed,

given closed manifolds with inclusions X
ϕ

ãÝÑ Z
ψ

ÐÝâ Y , if X and Y intersect cleanly, then
the commutative diagram

Z

X Y

X X Y

ϕ ψ

ıX ıY

gives

ψ˚ ˝ ϕ! “ pıXq!
`

e ! ı˚Y
˘

,

where e is the Euler class of the excess bundle of the intersection (see [31], in the same
spirit as in [9, Proposition 2.6.47]). Applying this recursively such that we do first all
pullbacks and then all pushforwards yields an element fc,b,a P H˚pTc X Tb X Taq such that
‹fc,b,a

coincides with the multiplication rule of Section 5.1.2. Then, the result follows from
Theorem 4.20. �

Note that the choice of sign can be encoded in the choice ˘fc,b,a, after having fixed an
orientation for all the spaces Tb X Ta and Tc X Tb X Ta.

5.1.4. Odd center. Following [22], we define the odd center OZpOHn´k
k q of OHn´k

k as

OZpOHn´k
k q :“ tz P OHn´k

k |zx “ p´1q|z||x|xz for all x P OHn´k
k u.

Remark 5.4. The homological grading does not give OHn´k
k the structure of a superal-

gebra since the multiplication rule does not preserve it. However, it becomes a genuine
grading when using the framework of [21]. Also, the odd center becomes the center in the
general setting of algebra objects in a monoidal category.

Proposition 5.5. We have OZpOHn´k
k q Ă

À

a apOHn´k
k qa.

Proof. The proof is similar to [22, Proposition 3.11]. �

Therefore, the algebra structure of OZpOHn´k
k q does not depend on the choice of signs

in the multiplication rule, since multiplying by an element of
À

a apOHn´k
k qa involves only

pullbacks. Recall from Eq. (3) that there are inclusions of rings

H˚pT n´k
k q ãÑ

à

aPBn´k
k

H˚pTaq ãÑ OHn´k
k .

The image of this inclusion coincides with the odd center, and we get the following:
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Theorem 5.6. There is an isomorphism of rings

H˚pBn´k
k pRqq

»
ÝÑ OZpOHn´k

k q,

induced by the inclusions Ta ãÑ Bn´k
k pRq.

Proof. Using the same arguments as in the pn, nq-case [22], which are basically the same
as in [17], using Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.11, we obtain OZpOHn´k

k q – H˚pT n´k
k q.

Then, we conclude by Theorem 2.4 . �

5.2. Geometric bimodules. For m ě 0, let

Bm :“
9
ď

tm{2u

k“0
Bm´k
k and

OHm :“
tm{2u
à

k“0

OHm´k
k .

To a flat tangle, we want to associate some (quasi-)bimodule over OHm-OHn, whose action
is induced by a convolution-like product. The ‘quasi-’ here means that the action is not
necessarily strictly associative, but only graded associative, in the sense of [21].

Let t be a flat tangle connecting m1 points on the bottom to m2 points on the top. We
order the endpoints from left to right and then top to bottom. We write pi, jq P t if the
ith endpoint of t is connected with the jth one. We also write |t| for the number of circle
components of t. We associate to t the space

Tt :“
 

px1, . . . , xm2
, y1, . . . , y|t|, xm2`1, . . . , xm2`m1

q|xi “ xj if pi, jq P t
(

Ă Tm2 ˆ T |t| ˆ Tm1 .

Then, we define

Tb ˆt Ta :“ pTb ˆ T |t| ˆ Taq X Tt,

for b P Bm2 , a P Bm1 , and

OFptq :“
à

bPBm2 ,aPBm1

H˚pTb ˆt Taq.

Note that there is a homeomorphism Tb XTa – Tb ˆIdn Ta where Idn is the identity tangle.
Thus, OHn´k

k – OFpIdnq.

Fix an pm3, m2q-flat tangle t2 and an pm2, m1q-flat tangle t1. Define the spaces

Tt2;t1 :“
 

px1, . . . , xm3
, y1

1, . . . , y
1
|t2|, xm3`1, . . . , xm3`m2

, y1, . . . , y|t2|, xm3`m2`1, . . . , xm3`m2`m1
|

xi “ xj , if pi, jq P t2,
xi´m3

“ xj´m3
, if pi, jq P t1,

*

Ă Tm3 ˆ T |t2| ˆ Tm2 ˆ T |t1| ˆ Tm1 ,

and

Tc ˆt2 Tb ˆt1 Ta :“ pTc ˆ T |t2| ˆ Tb ˆ T |t1| ˆ Taq X Tt2;t1 ,
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for c P Bm3 ,b P Bm2 and a P Bm1 . Note that we have canonical inclusions where the
images are identified with certain diagonals

Tc ˆt2 Tb ˆt1 Ta ãÑ Tc ˆt2 Tb ˆ T |t1|,

Tc ˆt2 Tb ˆt1 Ta ãÑ Tb ˆt1 Ta ˆ T |t2|,

Tc ˆt2 Tb ˆt1 Ta
ıct2t1a

ãÝÝÝÑ Tc ˆt2t1 Ta.

Let ıct2b be the map obtained by composition of the inclusion Tc ˆt2 Tb ˆt1 Ta ãÑ Tc ˆt2

Tb ˆ T |t1| above, followed by a projection on Tc ˆt2 Tb, and similarly for ıbt1a. We obtain
a (non-necessarily associative) composition map

OFpt2q b OF pt1q Ñ OFpt2t1q,

taking the form of a convolution product

H˚pTb ˆt1 Taq

H˚pTc ˆt2 Tb ˆt1 Taq H˚pTc ˆt2t1 Taq,

H˚pTc ˆt2 Tbq

ı˚
bt1a

pıct2t1aq!

ı˚
ct2b

that can be obtained from a chain of pullbacks/pushforwards by doing similar surgeries as
in Section 5.1.2. In particular, the space OFpT q comes with a (non-associative) OHm1-
OHm2-bimodule structure, which coincides with the multiplication inside of OHn for t “
Idn. This also coincides with the bimodules constructed in [21] (and therefore the action
is graded associative) because of Theorem 4.20.

Furthermore, given two flat tangles t and t1 related by a surgery, we have (up to ex-
changing the role of t and t1) a canonical inclusion ∆ : Tb ˆt1 Ta ãÑ Tb ˆt Ta, which in turn
gives, by taking pullbacks and pushforwards, bimodule morphisms

OFptq Ñ OFpt1q, OF pt1q Ñ OFptq.

Note that in general the morphim OFptq Ñ OF pt1q is a mix of pullbacks and pushfowards,
depending on the closure of t and t1 by b and a. Again, by Theorem 4.20, it coincides
with merge and split cobordisms for OF , and thus gives the maps used to construct odd
Khovanov homology (also for tangles as in [21]), after fixing the signs using some extra
information coming from the grading that controls the associativity.

Remark 5.7. We do not know if these choices of signs can be interpreted as coming from
a sort of coherent choice of orientation for the involved spaces.

5.3. The odd algebra OKn´k
k . In the even case, the algebra Hn´k

k admits a quasi-
hereditary cover Kn´k

k . The construction of Kn´k
k is similar to the one of Hn´k

k , but
allowing other kinds of crossingless matchings. These can be interpreted as adding some
new subspaces of Bn´k

k pCq in the machinery. These subspaces correspond to closures of
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Bia lynicki-Birula cells in the paving of the complex Springer fiber, see [31]. We add the
odd version of these subspaces in T n´k

k in order to construct an odd version of Kn´k
k .

5.3.1. Weighted crossingless matchings. We follow [31].

Definition 5.8. A weight sequence of type pn ´ k, kq is given by sequence of n elements
in t^,_u with _ appearing exactly k times.
A weighted crossingless matching is the datum of a crossingless matching a on n points
(we allow any number of arcs), and a weight sequence λ of type pn´ k, kq, such that if we
label the endpoints of a by the elements of λ, then any arc in a is bounded by _^, in that
order, e.g.

We write WBn´k
k for the set of weighted crossingless matchings of type pn ´ k, kq.

Note that a weighted crossingless matching λa possesses up to k arcs and a least n´ 2k
rays, and thus a P

Ů

pℓďkq B
n´ℓ
ℓ .

For a weight sequence λ “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wn, with wj P t_,^u, and 1 ď i ď n, we write

ipλq :“

#

1, if wi “ _,

0, if wi “ ^.

To a weighted crossingless matching λa we associate the following subspace of T n´k
k :

Tλa;n´k,k :“

"

px1, . . . , xnq P T n
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

xi “ xj, if pi, jq P a,

xi “ p´1qi`ipλqp, if piq P a,

*

.

As before, we will usually write Tλa instead of Tλa;n´k,k, assuming it is clear from the
context.

Definition 5.9. We say that a weighted crossingless matching is valid if there is no couple
of rays with endpoints labeled _^, in that order from left to right.
We write WBn´k

k for the set of valid weighted crossingless matchings of type pn´ k, kq.

Example 5.10. Take n “ 4 and k “ 1. Then there are four valid weighted crossingless
matchings:

corresponding to the spaces

tx, x,´p, pu, t´p, x, x, pu, t´p, p, x, xu, t´p, p,´p,´pu.

Given a crossingless matching of type pn ´ k, kq, one can construct a valid weighted
crossingless matching of type pn´ k, kq by labeling all cups with _^ and all rays with ^.
Moreover, given such a weighted crossingless matching, one can construct all other valid
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weighted crossingless matchings of type pn ´ k, kq by splitting some cups into two rays,
and exchanging the corresponding labels _^ to ^_:

ÞÝÑ

One can obtain λ1a1 from λa in such a way, if and only if Tλ1a1 Ă Tλa. This is for example
what happens with the two elements on the right in Example 5.10.

Furthermore, given a weight sequence λ of type pn´ k, kq, there is a unique way to con-
struct a crossingless matching a such that λa is valid. The procedure consists of looking for
adjacent unmatched pairs of _^ and connecting them by a cup, repeating these operations
until there is no more left. Then, we put rays on the remaining points. This means there
are exactly

`

n

k

˘

elements in WBn´k
k . Moreover, it means we can denote elements of WBn´k

k

by only writing their weight sequence, and thus we will write Tλ instead of Tλa.

Given two λ, µ P WBn´k
k , we are interested in the intersection Tλ X Tµ. For this, we

consider the diagram bµ given by taking the horizontal mirror of b, putting the labels
of µ at the bottom endpoints (without reversing them). Then, we consider the diagram
bpµλqa given by first forgetting all labels on the endpoints on cups/caps (only keeping
labels on rays) and gluing bµ on top of λa. We obtain Tλ X Tµ “ H if two rays are

connected in bpµλqa with opposite orientations, considering the cups and caps as reversing

the orientation. Otherwise, we have TλXTµ – T |bpµλqa|, where |bpµλqa| counts the number

of circle components in bpµλqa. Note that if we consider elements of Bn´k
k with their

default weight sequence, then this rules is equivalent to the one of not having turnbacks.

5.3.2. OKn´k
k arc algebras. We put:

OKn´k
k :“

à

λ,µPWBn´k
k

µpOKn´k
k qλ, µpOKn´k

k qλ :“ H˚
`

Tµ X Tλ
˘

.

Remark 5.11. Again, there is a quantum graded version with µpOKn´k
k qλ :“ H˚

`

Tµ X

Tλ
˘

tk ´ |bpµλqa|u.

The multiplication map γpOKn´k
k qν b µpOKn´k

k qλ Ñ 0 is zero for ν ‰ µ. Otherwise, for
the multiplication

νpOKn´k
k qµ b µpOKn´k

k qλ Ñ νpOKn´k
k qλ,

we consider the planar diagram cpνµqbbpµλqa where the rays of bb are truncated, sepa-
rated and oriented. Then, we follow exactly the same procedure as Section 5.1.2, the only
difference being that now truncated rays in I are oriented by µ. Thus, we consider the
spaces

TI :“

$

&

%

px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynq P T n ˆ T n

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

xi “ xj and yi “ yj, if pi, jq P I,
xi “ p´1qi`ipµqp “ yi, if piq P I,
xi “ yi, if ris P I,

,

.

-

,

and

cνpTIqλa :“ TI X pTν ˆ Tλq.
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This yields a quantum graded, non-associative convolution algebra by converting the se-
quence of surgeries to a product

pıνλq!pfν,µ,λ ! ı˚νµ ! ı˚µλq,

obtained from

H˚pTµ X Tλq

H˚pTν X Tµ X Sλq H˚pTν X Tλq.

H˚pTν X Tµq

ı˚
µλ

pıνλq!

ı˚νµ

As before, this gives a composition law ‹f for each choice of classes f “ tfν,µ,λ|ν, µ, λ P
WBn´k

k u.
To sum up, we have:

Theorem 5.12. For each choice of classes f “ tfν,µ,λ|ν, µ, λ P WBn´k
k u, pOKn´k

k , ‹fq is a
quantum graded, non-associative algebra, which agrees modulo 2 with the quasi-hereditary
cover Kn´k

k from [30].
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